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You’ve traveled to the far reaches of the jungle to see this magical ancient pyramid, and 
climbing it will be no easy task! Because it is so old and cracked, you need to take just the right 
path. Only Valerie the Vocabulary Tour Guide knows what parts of the pyramid are safe to use. 

See her instructions on the next page.
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Since Valerie the Vocabulary Tour Guide likes vocabulary so much, she’s only giving you 
defini ons, and you have to find the correct vocabulary words on the pyramid. Start on the 

bo om step, and use her defini ons to draw a path to each correct word.

14.  a collec on of different things

16.  to focus

17.  to treat with respect

19.  occurring once a year

20.  jealousy

21. a funnel-shaped whirling wind

22.  to grow

23.  a period of 100 years

24.  an amount taken off the regular price

25.  excellent

26.  needing immediate help

15.  to separate into two or more parts

18.  to pay no attention to

  1.  firmly built or made

  2.  to make unclear

  3.  to make, to produce

  4.  to draw the a en on to something else

  5.  to ask

  6.  to turn

  7.  to set free

  8.  the total number or quan ty

  9.  to free from discomfort

10.  the scenery behind a main figure or object

11.  having just enough with nothing to spare

12.  not fair

13.  easily broken
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